The nonlinear dynamic modelling of safety net systems is approached at different scales. For this purpose, the fundamental rope dynamic tests are the reference for two basic tools. One hand an anaytical bidimensional model with explicit geometrical nonlinearity and bilnear material law is proposed for preliminary design. On the other hand, a nonlinear explicit finite element is defined for numerical modelling of net systems. Semi-scale and full scale dynamic tests are performed to validate complete finite element models, suitable for global qualification of safety systems. The direct applications of these tools deal with explicit certification of safety systems for high-speed sport, such as downhill competitions.
INTRODUCTION
Safety nets are at the origin of numerous structural and dynamic problematics and cover various applications, from the retention of skiers during downhill competitions to the prevention of falls in building construction. All these configurations require a high level of qualification, as human safety is involved. Therefore, robust models and in-depth comprehension of these dynamic phenomena are mandatory, in order to go on developping such systems and widen the domain of application.
The present analysis is linked to experimental processes, as each step of modelling corresponds to a specific sort of physical test. This complementarity is essential, to ensure the coherence and robustness of the structural approach, in view of certification. The fundamental analytical calculations are supported by elementary material tests, and the numerical development models are substantiated by partial scale tests. The complete model for qualification must be finally approved on the base of results obtained in full scale tests, as close as possible to real conditions of use, including environmental factors such as temperature and ageing. Fundamental modelling of the thread behavior and knot influence is mandatory, in order to ensure the reliability of the safety system design.
The models presented in this paper consider, as the reference configuration, the skier going off the piste during a competition, and retained by lateral safety nets. However, although these nets are now able to retain skiers in almost all cases, the deceleration during such impacts can cause severe harm to skiers including hyperflexion injury or vertebra compaction. Thus, for qualification requirement, it is mandatory to improve both the knowledge of dynamic rigidity of impacted fittings and the control of their intrinsic strength, in order to prevent unexpected rupture. These analyses will enable the development of diverse configurations of safety installations with the help of a computed approach, the tests being limited to the validation of algorithms and final qualification of the system. The aim of this modelling is to allow a standard dynamic qualification procedure, which has been realized and used for all new net specimens. The applications cover sport protection for competitors, but also personal safety in civil engineering, and nets for dynamic retention of freight in aircrafts, trains and trucks. For these applications, the numerical testing approach is essential, in order to minimise the costs of development and to reduce the risks. This paper presents problematics and results obtained at the laboratory of Mechanical Engineering of École Nationale Supérieure d'Ingénieurs de Constructions Aéronautiques, with the numerical assistance of Dynalis -CRIL Technology, and material cooperation of JC Dalloz Company and Centre d'Essais Aéronautiques de Toulouse, for the realization of full scale tests.
PROBLEMATICS AND CONFIGURATION
Over the last years, the evolution of ski equipment has contributed to the increase in velocity of skiers in competitions ; security equipment should be developed consequently. It seems necessary then to analyse the quality of the safety nets that are installed along the ski slopes. When a skier loses control, he is retained by the security system. However, the strength of the impact could cause very serious damage, such as compression of vertebrae or whiplash injury.
The Figure 1 shows the complete safety system as usually found along ski slopes. The considered safety nets are made of square or diamond-shape stitches, realized with tied polyethylene cords. The net itself is surrounded by a polypropylen bolt-rope. Two taut metallic cables lock the net in translation ; the first cable is buried in the ground and linked to the net bolt-rope by static polyamid ropes, periodically disposed every 3 meters. The second rope, situated approximately 8 meters above the ground, is linked to the net by a dynamic polyamid rope, which runs in alternated pulleys. This disposition around the net absorbs a part of the impact energy. An additional polyamid tarpaulin is sometimes fixed over the net on its lower section. This avoids the cutting of the net by the sharp edges of skis at high speed. It also guides the skier towards the centre of the system, where the elasticity is higher. This is also the reason why the wall constituted by this system is not exactly vertical, but assembled with a 10 to 15 degree inclination, as shown on sketch Figure 2 , in order to bring the impacting skier to the central part of the net itself, where energy absorption is more efficient.
Finally, the diverse materials used for this structure can be summarized as follows : polyethylene for the net itself, polypropylen and polyamid for surrounding attachments, and steel for external supports. The typical impact velocities vary from 10 to 30 m/s, which is comparable with a 5 to 45 m free fall.
ELEMENTARY TESTS AND MODELLING
The basic static properties of the three types of fibers are known as follows : The three types of synthetic materials were tested and modelized with a special emphasis on polyethylene cords -with and without knots -which constitute the net itself. In addition, the effect of natural ageing has been taken into account by comparative tests. In these tests, new cords have been compared with identical specimens tested after 3 years' exposure to ultraviolet rays and freezing conditions on ski slopes. This study has been realized with the cooperation of F. BENYAHIA, in the frame of his specializing master in scientific computation, in order to validate dynamic data for such fibers.
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Probabilistic and Deterministic Fundamentals of Finite Element computed structural response
Distinguishing between deterministic and random effects in Finite Element (FE) analysis structural performances is challenging. The variation of the computed structural response can be decomposed as follows :
• Deterministic variation : An expected, predictable, and repeatable variation in response associated with a variation in a parameter, • Random Variation : Variation that cannot be associated with a change in the systems parameters. The random variation can be further decomposed as regular random variation (not known to be associated with the physics of the problem) and chaotic random variation (noise caused to grow because of bifurcation -eigenvalue -behavior in the structure).
The variation in a response due to a variation in a variable is usually known as a deterministic relationship computed using FEA. Both the variation of the structure and the variation of the environment can be described using design parameters.
Considering the sources of uncertainty in the system parameters, we can decompose the variables into two classes (using the Taguchi naming convention):
• Control Variables : Variables that can be controlled in the design, analysis and production, for example rope section. It can therefore be assigned a nominal value and will have a variation around this nominal value. The nominal value can adjusted in the design phase in order to have a more suitable design.
• Noise Variables : Variables that are difficult or impossible to control at the design and production level, but can be controlled at the analysis level; for example loads and materials variation. A noise variable will have the nominal value as specified by the distribution; that is, it will follow the distribution exactly.
The relationship between the control process variables and the response variance can be used to adjust the control variables in order to have an optimum process. The variance of the control and noise variables can be used to predict the variance of the system, which may then be used for redesign. Knowledge of the interaction between the control and noise variables can be valuable; for example, information such that the dispersion effect of the material variation (a noise variable), may be less at a high process temperature (a control variable) can be used to selected control variables for a more robust design.
With FEA, differences in modelling will give different results as well as introduce noise into the results. Amongst others, the following factors :
• Mesh density • Choice of FE type • Resolution of data gathered -time step and filtering selection.
• Selection of node/element to monitor, Moreover, slightly different initial conditions, especially when driven by eigenvalues, can lead to noticeable differences in responses.
• Mechanical behaviour : o Bifurcation events can be sensitive to initial values; for example, buckling initiation. o Changes in the design variables may cause different components to come into contact, or change the order of impact.
o Contact algorithms. The discretization of a smooth structure into piecewise linear finite elements may lead to different orders of events; for example, a node impacting the edge of a given element may impact the edge of its neighboring element in a similar simulation.
At each step of the model building, the problem is ivestigated using a parametric study in which we vary one of the variables at a time. Considering the analysis of the results, it is clear that this impact problem, involving both material and geometrical non linearities, leads to a limited number of bifurcation points, and small noise.
Static longitudinal behavior of cords
The static characteristics of the cords are obtained using a comparison-correction method between experimental data and simulation, in which stress-strain profiles are compared. A specific facility has been developped, which avoids stress concentration at attachement points. The tensile test machine pulls two thick cylinders, around which the tested cord is wound. Figure 3 shows the corresponding model on explicit Finite Element, modelizing the cord by elasto-plastic approximation, and the rest of the fixture by rigid elements. In accordance with the material configuration, the explicit model considers one fixed cylinder, and one mobile cylinder.
The tensile test leads to a parametric study in which each parameter is fixed separately. Among the large number of parameters taken into consideration, the following were specifically investigated : beam formulation, number of beam elements for the cord, contact algorithm type, relative mesh density of cylinder and cords, tensile test speed, material law for the cord. Using a simple comparisoncorrection method in concordance with parametric study to evaluated noise variables effects, we finally converged to a material law, mesh density, element type, contact type and relative mesh density for the FE model.
The model calculates directly the nodal displacements, the stresses in elements, and integrates the total strain energy. The elasto-plastic parameters of the ropes in numerical model have been adjusted to represent the absorbed energy. This energy, integrated in tests from tensile force with displacement, is shown in Figure 4 for polyethylene cord. The modelized absorbed energy in the cord fits with the experimental curve. It is also necessary to mention that the presence of knots on the cord ( Figure 5 ), and its ageing, have been taken into account, as the tests dealt with real knotted and aged specimens. These perturbations modify the parameters in a range of 15%, which does not change the nature of phenomena but causes the simulation to stop earlier by rupture, the failure threshold being significantly lower.
Dynamic behavior of cords
The next step consisted in modelling with good accuracy and robustness the dynamic absorption of energy in net cords. For this purpose, lateral impact tests were performed on a cord at various speeds from 2.5 to 6.4 m/s, with a 5kg and 14mm diameter impactor. The Figure 6 shows the impact device used for test and the Figure 7 shows the associated numerical model. This explicit finite element model implies 1153 elements, including 234 beam elements for the cord itself. The lateral 95mm diameter aluminium cylinders, and the impactor itself are represented by tridimensional rigid elements, with 0.3 sliding ratio.
During the tests, displacement and acceleration of the impactor were recorded. The same kind of parametric study was conducted for the dynamic tests modeling. The conclusions from the first model were investigated more precisely to detect any behavior modification due to dynamic aspect of the response. A short analysis of experimental data leads to modify the material law using a non linear approach. Different models were tested (non linear elastic, elastic plastic,…). The elastic perfectly plastic approach leads to a good compromise in terms of precision with a simple model for the expected impact velocity range.
The Figure 8 shows the results in terms of impactor acceleration. The material parameters obtained here lead to a correct estimation of the polyethylene cord performance. After the static adjustement, based on the tensile test, the present modelling proves its capability to represent the dynamic effects of impact on actual transverse computation. 
Preliminary semi-scale net test
Thanks to this lateral dynamic test and computation, the elementary mechanism for net energy absorption has been modelled, which provided a global modelling of the fixture. It was then necessary to define a configuration for qualification. This has been made in the frame of S. ERIKSSON's internship at ENSICA, under the auspice of the Erasmus European Student Exchange. A preliminary square 1.5mx1.5m net, directly and simply supported on a horizontal square metallic frame, has been tested in ENSICA's facilities, with a 27 kg aluminium spherical mass dropped from 3.30m above the net (impacting speed : 8m/s). This semi-scale test helped to define the final full-scale configuration, which is now presented.
Due to simple boundary conditions and the relative small size of the model, a large number of simulations were done still using a parametric study in which we vary one of the variables at a time. All the conclusions from the two previous models were reinvestigated to capture any new unexpected behavior due to the more complex configuration.
QUALIFICATION STRUCTURAL TESTS AND MODEL
In order to validate the whole safety system model, impact tests were performed on complete net sections. Both square and rhombus nets were used, constituting a 3m x 3m square surface, supported on an external metallic frame (5m x 5m) with bolt-ropes. It was impacted by a 100 kg (400 mm diameter) hollowed aluminium sphere at different vertical velocities between 4.4 and 10 m/s (dropping heights from 1 to 5.1 m). Figure 9 shows the experimental facility and Figure 10 shows the corresponding model. During this campaign, 12 drop tests were performed on this facility, allowing a reliable modelisation of the net itself with its surrounding bolt-rope. Only 8 specimens were tested, as one was impacted two times at the same speed, and another one 4 times at increasing speeds.
The validation of numerical modelling of the net element is founded on the comparison between computed and measured values in fundamental initial impact comfiguration, dealing with the 100 kg spherical mass vertically impacted on the net. The four referenced configurations can be summarized as described in the following The full simulation frame (element type, number of element per cord between to knots, material laws, contact type, …) developed for the semi-scale net were used for full scale modeling. 
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The #2R was performed near the limit of failure : the rhombus stitch leads to failure at 9.90 m/s speed, in 3x3m frame configuration. The failure at 9.90 m/s has been obtained in test and computing, as shown on Figure 11 (model) and 12 (computed accelerations). Thus, the more critical case for which the model has been actually validated is therefore #2S. For this case, Figure 13 presents the evolution of the energies in the model. The following points may be observed on this figure : • the sum of Kinetic and Strain energies increases up to the weight potential due to gravity at maximal deflection ; should the test be performed in a horizontal direction, this total energy would be constant, the kinetik energy being converted in strain ; • the sliding energy is maximal when the elongation is maximal, but remains very small (less than 1/1000th of the total energy) ; • the hourglass energy, generated by unconventional deformation of elements, is totally negligible.
This energetical approach and criterion constitutes a classical way to validate from a pure numerical point of view an explicit simulation result keeping in mind our engineering judgment. The precision of the FE model was considered as sufficient for further predictive analyses.
ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS
The numerical model is used to compute different configurations. Figure 14 shows the computed deflections for these two cases, and Figure 15 shows the accelerations. These figures show clearly that the maximal elongation is practically constant, corresponding to the absoption of the same kinetic energy by the net. The difference consists in the time of deceleration, which is significantly shorter for the small mass, inducing higher levels of acceleration.
Complete net-system computation and test
The net itself being modelized with the adequate precision, the complete model is then performed with surrounding structures, representing a real section of operational nets. Thus, a second series of tests is performed, with surrounding ropes and cable-pulleys, with following significant cases :
Impacts on 3x1.5m polyethy ylene net with complete surr rounding facilit ty The frame fixture being unchanged, the size of the net itself is then reduced to a 3mx1.5m rectangle. The same kind of parametric study was conducted both for surrounding rope and the cable-pulleys modeling. Figure 16 shows the numerical model, corresponding to test configuration represented on Figure 17 . In addition, Figure 18 shows the detailed representation of a pulley and net edging, with two elements for each stitch-side.
The computation is compared with experimental results in the 
The precision of the global numerical explicit modelling is acceptable, except for the computation of the maximal acceleration in the case of rhombus stitching. This is due to local failures in various places, this test being at the limit of global failure. These local failures are observed on the acceleration curve presented in Figure 19 , with local picks and irregularities. In addition, the analysis of the evolution of energies shows clearly that the sliding energy is no longer negligible, but represents 3% of the total energy at the end of the simulation (see Figure 20) .
ANALYTICAL APPROACH
In this paragraph, an analytical approach of the elementary mechanism of geometrical nonlinearity of the net is proposed, allowing a restitution of the first phase of deceleration. The basic configuration is described as follows :
The mass of the net itself is supposed to be much smaller than the impacting mass m. In the real facilities, the net moving section represents approximately 2% of the skier mass. The considered reference cases are #2S and #4S, with symmetrical square stitching. The first one deals with the net itself, and the second one tests the equivalence with the global system including net and supports.
The mechanical conservative energy, including the weight potential and the kinetic energy, is given by :
Then, to compute the strain energy, it is necessary to consider an assumption on the relation between the bar elongation and its load. If this relation is considered as linear, with k ratio constant (linear bar), and if the bar is constituted of a linear material whose equivalent module is E, with constant S cross section, the strain energy is given by :
2 E lin bar = kL This model is nonlinear only in terms of geometry, but allows a simple expression of the energy. The total energy is conserved during the motion, and remains equal to its initial value, defined as follows :
Thus, the conservation of energy is expressed as follows : This equation explicitely expresses the angular speed ˙ (t) in function of (t).
In order to compare with Finite Element computation, based on reference case #2S, the maximal elongation point is considered. This value max of , considered as the adjustment point, is defined for case #2S by :
This value is used to define the equivalent fiber cross section which will be considered for the computation. This section is such as the speed is zero when reaches its maximal value, as follows : With the simplified linear material, the value found for this maximal acceleration is 11.43G, which is 30% lower than the 16.30G reference value. Thus, the geometrical nonlinearity has to be combined with material nonlinearity.
The material nonlinearity is represented in the analytical model as stress truncature, as follows :
This simple model allows a first step approach of initial impact dynamics ; the material non-linearity has been modelled by its stress-truncating effect, corresponding to plastic threshold. This model is obviously limitated to primary dynamic strain ; it cannot simulate the spring-back effect after maximal extension. In fact, it is adapted to initial design for maximal load and extension in nets.
Therefore, in this model, the material remains linear for p defined as follows : The precision is acceptable in terms of deflection and acceleration levels, but the shape of velocity curves shows clearly a 30% difference (see figure 21) , which confirms that the analytical approach is suitable only for preliminary sizing.
CONCLUSION
The contribution presented in this paper provides two complementary approaches of net dynamic modelling, both of them being based on bilinear material law. The first approach consists in an analytical two dimensional methodology for preliminary design and computation, with explicit energy equations. The second one is an explicit numerical modelling which has been validated for the qualification of nets, on the basis of normalized tests at various scales. The stake of this qualification is obviously significant for the dynamic safety of nets in these diverse applications in sport competitions. The assumptions and numerous tests and numerical runs allow a good robustness of the approach, which make possible the qualification of these dynamical systems by computation. 
